
GLOSS SEALING 

�� Highly durable floor sealer

�� Cuts down on rubber tracks

�� Very hard floor covering with 
elesticity 

�� Leaves a surface shine

�� Reduces future contamination

�� Simple application

�� Manually and mechanically 
applicable

�� Biodegradable

LEYCO®-SEAL 22



LEYCO®-SEAL 22 is used as a highly
durable floor covering on conven-
tional floor substrates. It reduces the
amount of black rubber marks left by
all types of vehicle, especially fork lift
trucks on industrial concrete floors.
The surfaces will have a glossy
appearance and should help to
prevent further build up.
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LEYCO®-SEAL 22 Product-No. 20.192

HIGHLY DURABLE GLOSS SEALER

DESCRIPTION
LEYCO®-SEAL 22 is a metal-interlaced hard wearing floor
covering that offers the end user exceptional durability and
aids future cleaning. 

BENEFITS
� Extreme hardness and elasticity 
� Simple application 
� Reduces rubber deposits
� Manually and mechanically applied
� Bioldegradable 

TECHNICAL DATA
Density: 1,02 g/cm3

Appearance: milky 
Dilution:  none 
pH value:  8,5 

APPLICATION
LEYCO®-SEAL 22 is applied according to the porosity of the
underlying surface. A maximum of 3 coats should provide
protection on even the most porous surfaces.
A mop of cloth will provide the best form of application

Between each application a curing time of at least 3 hours
should be provided, to ensure penetration into the deeper
pores.

STORAGE
Protect from frost. Avoid naked flame.
Store in sealed containers.
Min. Shelf-life 30 months.

PRECAUTION
Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
Immediately wash off any splashes to the skin.
Wear suitable PPE.

REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our
knowledge true and accurate, and is based on many years experience, we
cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of
our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification or
recommendation given by us, as we have no direct or continuous control
over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and
manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of
sale. 09.01.04


